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What
• Consider Implications:
– Enemy use of COTS Smartphones
– US DoD Deployed COTS Smartphones
• Intuitively, we believe this is insecure.  For 
many reasons…
• This work examines the extent to which 
current and residual network data can be 




– Conduct carefully controlled experiments using 
our own infrastructure to create known ground-
truth Smartphone corpus
– Examine residual network data in corpus
– We limit our exploration to Android mobile OS
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Nexus One Flash Partitions
• mtd0: "misc“ 
• mtd1: "recovery“ 
• mtd2: "boot“ 
• mtd3: "system“ 
• mtd4: "cache“ 
• mtd5: "userdata“ 
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• Adds superuser.apk to mtd3(system)
– Gingerbreak.exe
– superboot






• Clean Android Smartphones
• Performed in Faraday Cage




• Different experiments using different communication 
channels:
– To our web server/content
• Per-experiment imaging







Message Type      - 0x02
Hardware type      - 0x01
Hardware Add len - 0x06
Hops                      - 0x00
Physical dump – 5 instances Logical dump – 1 instance
Cellular Base Stations
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User Data Partition – HTC Evo 4G
§ Android Location Package
• Installs cache.cell




User Data Partition – Nexus One
















2          149.254.201.135
.
.
Count           MAC Address    Pre     Post
1479 00:26:08:BC:D4:14  0x01 0x00
18 00:26:08:BC:D4:14  0xff0x20
15 00:26:08:BC:D4:14  0x0a 0x23
12 90:21:55:2C:4D:67  0xff 0x00
11 00:26:08:BC:D4:14  0x5f 0x31
1 c0:c1:c0:40:cd:ac  0x11 0xff
1           00:11:95:39:13:d1  0x11 0xff
     - cache.wifi
SSIDs
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§ Associated to a wireless access point
§ wpa_supplicant.conf
• 3 Instances
• 1 currently allocated
IMSI
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§ 29 - 915050000000122
§ 01 - 915050000000122
User Data Partition – Nexus One
§ CheckInService.xml




          
§ 1479 - 00:26:08:BC:D4:14  0x01 0x00
§ 18    - 00:26:08:BC:D4:14  0xff 0x20
§ 15     - 00:26:08:BC:D4:14  0x0a 0x23
§ 11    - 00:26:08:BC:D4:14  0x5f0x31




• MAC Address Database
• YAFFS Forensic Tools
• Mobile RAM Capture
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Questions  ????????????
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Source: precentral.net
